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Anger management is more than technique. It is a process, a spiritual journey down a path

which leads to self control and peace of mind. "This book has very practical approaches

outlined that are very easy to follow and adapt into one’s life. These solutions will lead to a

healthy and well balanced life and even more, a philosophy of life. Healthy thoughts and

attitudes are promoted that will work to prevent unhealthy anger from developing. I found the

quotes from spiritual leaders, authors, thinkers and philosophers to be very beneficial and

important to reflect upon. I would highly recommend this book to anyone I know." -Robert J.

Mahaffey, MSSA, LISW, Clinical Social Worker"Robert Dunn’s faith based approach to

controlling anger by focusing on attitude rather than applying techniques is a must read for

everyone regardless of anger issues. This a great resource to read and keep close for an

improved outlook on life." -Pastor Richard Kidd M.Div. Bethel Lutheran Church, Boardman,

Ohio "Bob Dunn has offered a strong clinical and spiritual contribution for those with anger

issues. His book is also a tremendous reference for those who care for people with anger,

anxiety and depression. He offers a powerful and practical message of hope." -Jane Barnett

MS, NCC,LPC

Gerdes provides advice to men designed to expand 'masculinity' and improve well-being. The

author's tone is light and engaging and will appeal to many men. Man Kind effectively

summarizes research on a range of topics (e.g., stress, emotionality, self-reliance) concerning

the role of masculinities in limiting or promoting health and well-being.-- Brendan Gough --This

text refers to the hardcover edition.ReviewGerdes provides advice to men designed to expand

'masculinity' and improve well-being. The author's tone is light and engaging and will appeal to

many men. Man Kind effectively summarizes research on a range of topics (e.g., stress,

emotionality, self-reliance) concerning the role of masculinities in limiting or promoting health

and well-being.-- Brendan Gough --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Book DescriptionA

ground-breaking guide that provides men with tools to improve their mental health and well-

being.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorZachary Gerdes (SEATTLE,

WA), PhD, is a captain in the United States Air Force, the director of psychological health at his

current duty station, and a guest lecturer at Air University. He is also the founder and director of

the outreach organization Lift the Mind. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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68SPIRITUAL SOLUTIONS FOR MANAGING ANGERROBERT L. DUNN,NCC PCC/S

MACDISCLAIMER:This book is not intended to diagnose or treat any type of mental or

physical disorder. The author is not responsible for the outcomes of any of the

recommendations provided. For further help beyond the material provided, consult a

professional trained in dealing with anger and other mental or physical health problems.© 2018

Robert L. Dunn.All rights reserved. No portion of this publication may be reproduced without

the written permission of the publisher.ReviewsTABLE OF CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONHOW

TO USE THIS BOOKDeepen your spiritual lifeStop blaming others for your anger Start your

day off the right wayRead the obituariesGet enough sleepExerciseTake a time outGo on a

news fastLearn to forgive Kick self pity to the curb11. Eat regular meals12. Shed the

pride13. Develop humility14. Listen more, talk less15. Be assertive16. Develop more

patience17. Slow down the pace18. Learn to value time19. Reduce boredom20. Be more

understanding21. Avoid toxic people22. Keep an anger journal23. Write an angry letter24. Sit in

silence25. Appreciate nature26. Practice relaxation27. Make a commitment to being happier28.

Make a list of all that God has done for you29. Know when to turn your problems over to

God30. Stop fighting senseless battles with people who are not worth your time31. Be focused

on the journey32. Strive for excellence rather than perfection33. Learn to use anger

constructively34. End your day on a positive note35. Praise yourself daily36. Praise others

daily37. Seek advice of the mature and wise38. Recognize the opportunity in a crisis39. Laugh

more40. Practice gratitude41. Challenge negative thinking42. Be less sensitive43. Get

closure44. Quit making excuses45. Play more46. Correct others less47. Perform a random act

of kindness48. Change your world view49. Don’t instigate trouble50. Celebrate each day51.

Get to the root of your anger52. Maintain self control53. Avoid sarcasm54. Avoid putting others

on guilt trips55. Enlist an accountability partner56. Practice cool indifference57. Stop seeking

approval58. Reframe past injustices59. Don’t allow others to live rent free in your head60.

Avoid all or nothing thinking61. Expect good things to happen62. Pray for those you are angry

at63. Think of the possible consequences of your anger64. Don’t compare yourself to others65.

Drop the takers66. Kill with kindness67. Be a good role model68. Visualizebook comments:

#16-keep- may behoove or change to will behoove ? HOW TO USE THIS BOOK:...

………...while some are reflections of Native Americans and spiritual leaders. #46...…..To

simplify this-What is the worst that could happen if you hold back on your correction ? instead

of Will your head explode...…..#33...………………..eliminate last sentence at end of first

paragraph-Jesus had control of his anger...…………… #7-keeping you from saying something

you will regret- addition of word will. Thoughts about these changes ? INTRODUCTIONBe not

quick in your spirit to become angry,for anger lodges in the heart of fools.Ecclesiastes 7:9

(KJV)Although anger or wrath is considered one of the seven deadly sins, it is important to

recognize that anger is a normal emotion. It becomes a problem when it leads to unhealthy

displays of verbal or physical aggression. It becomes a problem when you let it fester and allow

it to eat at you and embitter you.The holding in of turbulent emotions is unhealthy. When

chronic anger envelops you, you develop a “chip on your shoulder.”A person may be avoided

out of fear of triggering an unpleasant discharge.Unchecked and unmanaged, anger can spew

forth like a poison. Another problem results when this unpleasant caged fury turns into passive

timidity. Feeling helpless and hopeless in this mindset can lead you to feeling

depressed.Holding on to anger affects the way you treat and respond to others. Relationships

can suffer.Your health may be compromised. Anger has been linked to increased risk for high



blood pressure, heart attacks and strokes. It can affect you on a daily basis leading to

increased anxiety, headaches, and insomnia. Being weak in managing anger can lead to

employment problems and legal charges.Overall, anger problems can diminish your level of

happiness, stifle your growth, and fulfillment of your God-given potential.Writing this book has

been an ethereal journey inspired by a deep spiritual connection. I have treated many clients

for anger problems and have discovered several methods that are effective. Many of these

recommendations are less about technique and more about changing one’s attitude, as well as

developing new ways of looking at people and the world. Consider this a journey toward

greater self control, a quest for self improvement, and an opportunity to deepen your spiritual

life.HOW TO USE THIS BOOKRead each suggestion carefully and allow the information to

sink in. It is best to have a quiet place to read that is free of distractions. Refer to this book

frequently; take advantage of extra quiet time in your life and take it on vacation, while

camping, or backpacking.Each meditation is preceded by a quote pertaining to the meditation.

While many of the quotes are Biblical, some are reflections of Native Americans and spiritual

leaders.Remember, God has given you the tools you need to manage your anger. When you

are strong in your faith you can expect to make progress by relying on God when the going

gets tough.Therefore I tell you,whatever you ask in prayer, believe that you have received it,

and it will be yours.Mark 11:24 (ESV)-1-DEEPEN YOUR SPIRITUAL LIFEA strong spiritual life

keeps you grounded, focused on the bigger picture. Spirituality helps to build a strong moral

foundation. It gives you hope in times of pain and suffering.Make prayer a daily habit. Prayer is

your connection to God, your creator. Spirituality is a journey towards self excellence. It is a

search for meaning and purpose in your life. It is recognizing the source and purpose for

everything in the universe. Don’t be afraid to ask God for what you want. Admit that you have a

problem managing anger, there is always hope. Your faith and trust in the Lord is an essential

tool for managing your emotions.She fell at his feet and said,“I accept all blame in this matter,

my Lord, please listen to what I have to say.”1 Samuel 25:24 (NLT)-2-STOP BLAMING

OTHERS FORYOUR ANGERRecognize that no one makes you angry. You are in control of

your thoughts, mood, and behavior. Don’t blame your anger on having a bad day or your boss

yelling at you; and especially, not the weather. Life’s stressors do not cause your anger. How

you react is fully dependent on yourself: your own perceptions and thought processes.

Blaming others is a cop out. It keeps you from accepting the truth and making the changes you

need to make.Dealing with difficult people can be a blessing. Each difficult person provides you

with an opportunity to hone your anger management skills. They give you the practice you

need. Someday you can thank them for their usefulness.When you rise in the morning,give

thanks for the light, for your strength.Give thanks for your food and for the joy of living. If you

see no reason to give thanks,the fault lies in yourself.Chief Tecumseh, Shawnee-3-START

YOUR DAY OFF THE RIGHT WAYWhen you wake up every morning, thank God that you are

alive, privileged to live another day. Take an inventory of all the good things in your life. Count

your blessings daily. Make a list of everything for which you can be grateful. Refer to it often.

Never take the obvious for granted. Take time to read the Bible and daily devotionals which give

you a positive outlook about your day ahead.Live your life that the fear of deathcan never enter

your heart.Chief Tecumseh, Shawnee-4-READ THE OBITUARIESTake time to reflect on

people who have recently died. This is not a morbid venture, but rather, a practice to help you

appreciate life more. It can help you realize that life is short and there is no time to waste being

bitter and angry. Appreciate those loved ones around you. That friend or family member you

lost your temper with today may not be here tomorrow.When thou liest down, thou shalt not be

afraid: yea, thou shall lie down,and thy sleep shall be sweet.Proverbs 3:24 (KJV)-5-GET



ENOUGH SLEEPStrive for at least 7-9 hours of sleep per night. Lack of sleep can lead to

irritability. Who wants to deal with a grouch all day? Proper sleep leads to improved focus and

concentration. Being able to think clearly can lead to better decision making when under stress.

Besides, you may be more likely to take your anger out on someone else if you are in a

grouchy mood.
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Thomas Clutter, “Recommend to people with anger issues.. This a great book for those dealing

with anger issues. The book is really easy to ready and has helped me out.”

The book by Peter Hollins has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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